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Taiwan’s 
“One Bike One” 
Cycles to a World 
Record Text & Photos: Editorial Dept.

▲One Bike One head convener King Liu and Cycling Lifestyle Foundation CEO Vicky Liu were thrilled to break a Guinness World Record.
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On December 31st, Taiwan’s centennial 
event broke the Guinness World Record 

for “Largest parade of bicycles (multiple ven-
ues)” with 72,919 cyclists riding a 1,000-km 
path around Taiwan simultaneously. Titled 

“One Bike One” the nationwide event was co-
produced by Giant Bicycles and the govern-
ment’s Sports Affairs Council to commemorate 
the 100th anniversary of the founding of the 
Republic of China.

Taiwan’s Vice President Vincent C. Siew, 
alongside Minister of Council for Cultural Af-
fairs Ovid J.L. Tzeng, Minister of Sports Affairs 
Council Xia Ling Tsai, and Head Convener 
of the Project Implementation Team King Liu 
kicked off the event with the cutting of the One 
Bike One Ribbon, departing from National 
Chiang Kai-shek Memorial Hall.

Media broadcast the free, nationwide One 
Bike One event live, and many 3G smart phone 
owners took advantage of the Centennial Cel-
ebration’s official APP to receive personal GPS 
signals during the ride. Friends were also able 
to check participants’ riding progress on the of-
ficial website.

Though 90,748 riders actually completed 
the required 5 kms within the 1 hour time frame 

▲Shimano-Taiwan Senior Manager and cycling enthusiast Shinichiro Kondo (right) 
handed out inflatable cheer sticks to show their support.

▲Kenda was proud to participate in One Bike One.

▲KHS GM Jack Hsieh and his wife were among the enthusiastic participants in 
Jhongli, Taoyuan City.

▲SRAM Asia GM Hank Kao joined the event at Xihu, Miaoli 
County.
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▲Novatec met at the Baishatun train station. ▲Top Cycle Product Group and VP employees rode the route's challenging 
Hualien portion.

▲KMC employees enjoyed the cycling route through Taimali, famous for its sunset. 

▲Yuen I volunteered to cover the cycling route from JiaLeShui to Lungpan 
grasslands in Pintung.

▲Changhua County Commissioner Cho Bo Yuan (second from left) and 
Merida Vice GM ShihYen Hsu (fourth from left) also took part.

of One Bike One, only those participants who pre-
registered for the event counted toward the record. 
Guinness rules called for each participant to pre-reg-
ister, check in at one of 10,000 staggered departure 
points, and follow a designated route to a selected 
destination point. A parade in Udine, Italy set the 
previous record with 48,615 cyclists.

King Liu spoke with pride about the ROC’s 
accomplishment. “Today, Taiwan can loudly and 
proudly tell the world ‘Here we come!’ With a bike, 

a mobile phone and our enthusiasm, we show the 
actual strength of Taiwan’s technology and indus-
try, challenge the world record, and create a time of 
honor for Taiwan.”

“It’s the pride of Taiwan’s people,” echoed-
Council for Cultural Affairs Deputy Chief Lin Chin-
tien. “We hope that everyone can ride the momentum 
into the coming new year.”


